Modular Rubber
Product Actualities
Traffic Logix rubber traffic calming devices have several advantages over competition which is usually asphalt
or concrete humps. Asphalt speed cushions or speed tables are extremely rare.

Asphalt

Traffic Logix Rubber

Will fade or crack over time

Will not fade or crack
Will maintain consistent profile

Will compress with repetitive impact
Uneven profile at every location

Same profile at every location
No heavy equipment needed for installation

Heavy equipment definately required for installation

Lane closure during installation

Street closure during installation

Drivable immediately after installation

Drivable after 2 - 3 days of cure time

Highly visible embedded reflective markings

Markings need repainting after a few years

Can be removed, stored and relocated

Must be destroyed for street repairs

The Traffic Logix rubber traffic calming devices such as our speed cushions, speed humps and speed tables
all have designed speeds. These design speeds vary depending upon the overall length as one would drive
over them. This designed speed is based twofold in slowing vehicles to safer speeds.
One, to provide a manageable and comfortable ride and two, provide a safe handling speed within a +
5mph of the designed speed. At a +10mph over the designed speed, the driver still has vehicle control,
but odds increase that low laying vehicles may bottom out and surely the ride would then become more
uncomfortable, but not dangerous.
Designed Speeds

Speed Cushions, Speed Humps, or Speed Tables
Width

10 - 15 mph

7 feet long

15 - 20 mph
20 - 25 mph

10.5 feet long

25 - 30 mph
30 - 35 mph

17.5 feet long
21 feet long

Speed Cushions

Speed Hump

Speed Table

Gaps Between

Solid Across Roadway

Solid Across Roadway

Great for Fire Truck Passage
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Length

14 feet long
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